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4 Roxy Mews, Deer Park, Vic 3023

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Type: House
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$740,000 - $814,000

Nestled in a serene setting, 4 Roxy Mews beckons with its understated elegance and thoughtful design. This beautifully

styled and meticulously updated residence seamlessly blends comfort, luxury, and convenience-a true gem awaiting

discerning homeowners.Interior Harmony and Modern LivingAs you step inside, the three bedrooms unfold, each

meticulously designed to maximize space and functionality. The inviting atmosphere envelops you, creating a haven

where warmth meets sophistication. The heart of this home-the stylish kitchen-boasts sleek appliances and ample

storage, making meal preparation effortless. Whether hosting friends or enjoying quiet family dinners, this space

effortlessly adapts to your lifestyle.Outdoor Oasis and Smart FeaturesBeyond the interiors lies your private outdoor

retreat. Imagine stepping into a delightful sauna, a place to unwind and rejuvenate. The undercover area invites

year-round relaxation and entertaining, where laughter mingles with the gentle breeze. But there's more: smart features

enhance your daily life. A smart lock graces the main entry, ensuring security and convenience. Smart lighting dances

throughout, creating ambiance at your command. Two integrated fridges cater to your culinary needs, while soft-push

drawers add a touch of luxury. And don't forget the under-counter-mounted sink and basins-an elegant touch that

elevates everyday routines.Zoned Comfort and Tranquil LocationComfort extends to the smart ducted heating system,

thoughtfully divided into two zones. One zone envelops the living areas and bathrooms, while the other cradles the

bedrooms-a tailored climate for every moment. Outside, the tranquil cul-de-sac street offers peace and quiet, yet you're

mere minutes away from local amenities, schools, parks, and transportation options. Less than a 5-minute drive to the

Vline - Deer Park Train Station and less than 10 minutes to the Metro - Albion Train Station, convenience is at your

doorstep. Coles & Brimbank Shopping Centre awaits just a 15-minute walk away, and Kororoit Creek & Natural Reserve

beckon with their natural beauty.Your Remarkable New Home Awaits4 Roxy Mews offers an exceptional lifestyle of

comfort and luxury. Contact Ashleigh Alsadie today at 0475 057 826 for a private inspection and to make this remarkable

property your new home!


